Absolute Navetta 52 (2024)
€995,000

16 meters of pure Absolute innovation in the sign of smart comfort and
elegance, harmoniously inspired by the shapes of the sea. This is a yacht at one
with nature and her surroundings.
Her comfortable spaces, highly livables, are equipped with all the accessories
needed to make you feel at home and are made even more refined by polished
and tasteful furnishings, colors, and materials.
The Volvo Penta IPS propulsion grants excellent performance and reduced consumption; the Absolute ISS system offers breathtaking panoramic views. This planing
Navetta is characterized by her robust but harmonious appearance, with a very large upper deck and wide glass windows.

Quite Simply, Breathtaking
Inside the main living room, you can experience a 360-degree view and enjoy much higher livability than
on similar-size boats. The steering position is ergonomic, panoramic, with a leather-covered steering
wheel, and the possibility of having two driving seats.
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Technical
Manufacturer

Absolute

Model

Navetta 52 (2024)

Model Year

2024

Length

16

Beam

4.65

Draft

Engines

2 X 353KW Volvo D6 IPS650

Fresh Water

Fuel

1.24
2000L

600L

A Spacious Thoughtful Layout
The lower deck accommodates three cabins—two doubles and one twin—and two bathrooms.
Moreover, the cabin for the crew can be equipped with a bed and a bathroom and it is accessible from
the stern platform.
At the bow, the VIP cabin is generously furnished and with its color contrasts, combined with the great
brightness, contributes to its elegance. Finally, the third bedroom has two single berths.
The spacious full-beam master cabin is placed midship, with a large double bed, a desk, a vanity area, and panoramic windows on both sides. The walk-in closet, the
low pieces of furniture along both sides, and the drawers under the bed ensure maximum comfort for storing luggage.

Photos Of This Beautiful Yacht

Some Of Our Other Fantastic Yachts
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Absolute 48 Coupe (2024)

Alva Ocean Eco 60

Gran Azur Classic 33

Sporty lines for a layout devoted to comfort and highly
versatile: Absolute 48 Coupé stands out for her bold…

The Ocean Eco 60 is an innovation packed solar assisted
electric long-range cruiser that will perfectly suit…

The Grand Azur Classic 33 is simply different. It is a
classic lines cruise. Its traditional lines give it a…

€1,243,890

Price On Request

€240,000

Please contact your agent for further information!

